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Background

experience in tempe

The skaters’ interpretation of the experience:

“I like how it is because it makes for interesting footage.”

- Karen Malone

“Most of us live around here. But if I tell some friends from Phoenix that
we’re making a video, they’ll get here.”

Street life: youth, culture and competing uses of public space, 2002

“The busses and light rail are good for my friends who don’t live close.”

As public space becomes more threatened by privatization, the preceived
threats grow as with anxiety from merchants and land owners to maintain an
atmosphere appealing to commodification. When youth preferences are
irradicated by securitization, it is not unsurprising to create tension, resentment
and resistance. Greater measures of security are met with greater resistance.

“We’re all friends, or friends of friends, who like this spot.”

Introduction

contested Suburban Values:
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Andre ryan wozniak

When land is a valued commodity, the city becomes
filled with contested spaces that reflect the
values of those doing the governing and those
Marginalized groups have a long running history of
whom are governed. Youth is oftentimes a
not having adequate representation in the public
victim in the battle grounds of the city where
sphere, and the youth are no exception - stuck in a
securitization methods target the youth as a
system that reinforces a sanitized correctness
group untrustworthy and a likely source of
that protects old ladies from gang activity
crime. Opportunities are missed to cultivate new
before grappling with our responsibility to provide
cultural possibilities for new generations who
space for the youth to explore social integration in a safe,
have been socially stunted by suburbia and
public, prioritized setting.
challenged by contemporary politics that
assert a constrained culturally acceptable
Skaters know the distrusting stigma of youth better than
range based on private interests and
most; often pushed to the edges of space, segregated from the
urban militarization.
public that has had cultural space hijacked by typical suburban values.
The rest of this poster explores the experiences of skaters who use a
brownfield site here in Tempe.

Assignment: Observe a population who has resorted to creative tactics to
make their environment work for them.

“We aren’t hurting anything here. People tag stuff, but it doesn’t matter to
anyone.”
“Cops hassle us. But we just keep coming back. Sometimes we question
their authority to kick us off, unless a ‘No Trespassing’ sign is posted.”
Local business input:
“We know skaters hang out there. They don’t disturb us.” - Gus’ Pizza
“We don’t notice them.” - Rocky Point Cantina

